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ABSTRACT

A rock mass divided by natural fractures looks like a set of space filling blocks (polyhedra).
In order to characterise the structural design of a rock mass located in the quarries of Com-
blanchien (Cote d'Or, France), size and shape of block convex hulls outlined on horizontal
benches are computed using five size parameters [A (area), B (perimeter), RC and R1 (radii of
circles C and I : largest contained in and smallest containing the polygon) and DF (Feret
Diameter)] and six shape factors [IAm= RC/RI, CBm = 32A/(1tB2), CBd is the CBm shape
factor for the dynamic equivalent ellipse of the polygon, DCI, DCG and DIG are ratios of
distances between centres (centres of circles C/ I and G : centre of gravity) to DF]. With such
a set of parameters we suggset a classification of blocks, and their size and shape are related
to the geological history of the rock mass.
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INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of the tectonic division of a rock massif is of greatest geotechnical importance
to enable quantitative assessments of fracturing, relevant to the mechanical and hydraulical be-
haviour of rock masses. A rock mass divided by natural fractures looks like a set of space fill-
ing polyhedra, their faces, edges and comers being respectively distinct individual sub-planar
fiactures and intersections of two or three of them. In this paper we present the joint geometry
of a rock mass located in the quarries of Comblanchien (Cote D'Or, France). As fractures are
quite vertical, polyhedra become prisms and joint geometry is characterised by analysing the
size and the shape of two dimensional polygons outlined on two partially superimposed hori-
zontal benches (vertically 2.4 m apart). Data acquisition (orientation and position) consists in a
systematic manual in situ survey of fracture traces ; co-ordinates of a set of points distributed
on traces were measured with reference to an arbitrary orthogonal system (Gervais, 1993),
Then 564 and 1531 traces were sun/eyed on 912 and 2075m2 area surfaces ; densities BA of
fracture traces are respectively 0.92 and 1.06 m/ml (Gervais er al, 1993). Blocks are defined
as closed domains outlined by fracture traces ; if any ending part of a trace exists in such a
domain, it is cancelled. Finally we have 126 and 275 blocks (Fig. 1). Principal orientations of
polygon edges are reflecting the regional geological history : N020° E, N040°E, N110-115°E,
N145-150°E and N060-O80°E.

CONVEX HULLS OF THE 2D BLOCKS

Since natural fractures are sub-planar, their intersections with horizontal planes fluctates around














